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Abstract
In the United States, performance of clinical laboratory testing on human subjects follows
federal standards of regulation set by CLIA, the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments
of 1988. This however, comes with the exception of research and trials that are more basic in
nature. Thus, despite quality control being a crucial area of research, it lacks defined processes
and stringent regulations, making the data put out by such laboratories unclear on the use or lack
of quality control measures, by extension making the quality of the data collected inconclusive.
[15] This makes for studies and data output that differ in quality and accuracy among the
research laboratories that exist, and even more problematically a lack of detailed writing on the
markers, techniques, and quality control methods, if any, that were used from study to study. It is
necessary for regulations that provide a level of consistency when measuring the quality of data,
samples, and procedures that take place in all laboratories to be implemented. Analysis of current
quality control methods in place for genomic testing and analysis of DNA/RNA and further
comparison of such methods to a research study pertaining to yoga intervention in lower back
pain will aid in the development of a more standard practice of quality control measurement
across all research laboratories.
Methods of Literature Review
Key Words: Quality Control, DNA Methylation, PCR, Genomic Testing, RNA Integrity Number,
DNA Integrity Number, Bisulfite Conversion
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Preanalytical Barriers
In identifying and creating methods of control over possible error and bias that may result
from the processing and/or quality of sample on the analysis portion of the research, gene
profiling is capable of expanding knowledge and understanding on human disease; particularly
disease diagnostics and patient magenement from a clinical perspective can be significantly
enhanced. However, the biospecimen integrity, which must be high for using data in this way, is
dependent upon preanalytical variables. Such variables must be controlled for to yield optimum
gene expression data that correlates strictly to the disease of study and not to changes in
expression caused by the variables. A method to accomplish this is the biospecimen biobanking
method. While clinical settings place limitations on control of preanalytical variables, with
appropriate testing, the global biomolecular level of integrity can be determined with accuracy
for the biospecimens involved in testing. Upon identification of crucial points in the processing
methods of biospecimens, markers/tests, termed surrogate quality biomarkers, can specifically be
used to determine sample quality, which further makes it possible for researchers to determine
how realiabile certain downstream analyses are. For this method to be put into useful practice,
there needs to be agreement on which components of the biospecimens life cycle are to be
recorded in publication, and further, the recording and communicating of these components must
be standardized. [1]
QC Assays
There is a range of QC assays that can be used in the characterization of biospecimens
that are viable and nonviable. The functionality, in the form of, pluripotency, antigen response,
motile capability, etc., of biospecimens classified as viable can be evaluated by use of
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microscopy, flow cytometry, and immunoenzymatic assays. The molecular integrity, in the form
of, phosphorylation status, conformation of epitope degradation of rRNA, degree of DNA
cross-linking, etc., of biospecimens classified as nonviable can be evaluated through assays of
the molecular biologic, immunoenzymatic, and electrophoretic type.  With the lack of consensus
on a rating for which quality markers or techniques make for the greatest diagnostic
performance/information, it is crucial for the assays that are being used to determine
biospecimen integrity in clinical settings, to be defined and standardized. [2]
Evidence-Based Quality Control Tools
Quality control tools fall under two main categories - diagnostic and predictive. QC tools
of the diagnostic category evaluate the processing methods of biospecimens, specifically
processing delays, time/type of fixation, and duration of storage. QC tools of the predictive
category evaluate the usefulness and accuracy of the downstream analysis. They are especially
crucial in methods of high-throughput, predicting the success of performance of methods.
Quality control tools can be graded in regards to applicability and accessibility. [1]
Applicability Grade
The applicability of evidence-based QC tools can be evaluated as immediate, potential, or
none. For an absolute known range of reference, the control, and an identifiable threshold for
preanalytical change, an applicability grade of immediate is assigned. For a range of reference
that is unknown and only the threshold of preanalytical change is identifiable, an applicability
grade of potential is assigned. Studies showing proof-of-principle or feasibility must be done for
tools falling under these two grades. For a situation in which determining an identifiable
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threshold requires appliance of stress to the biospecimen, an applicability grade of immediate is
assigned. Further studies must be done to validate tools falling under this grade. [1]
Accessibility Grade
The accessibility of evidence-based QC tools can be evaluated as readily accessible,
potentially accessible, or not immediately accessible. Classic laboratory methods, such as ELISA
and PCR are given a grade of readily accessible. Methods such as microarray platform and mass
spectrometry, which require platforms of high-throughput, are given a grade of potentially
accessible. Methods developed in the laboratory, termed in-house, are given a grade of not
immediately accessible. [1]
Predictive QC Tools - RNA Integrity Number
RNA integrity numbers are a QC tool capable of predicting the microarray performance
of gene expression. Values of RIN that are at or below 7 cause specificity and sensitivity of the
microarray to decrease significantly. Therefore, this number provides a great measure for quality
control.  [3]
PCR-Based DNA Methylation Analysis
To understand human disease on a molecular level, it is crucial to thoroughly analyze
patterns of DNA methylation and to do so appropriate methods must be selected and used  from
the wide range of methods possible when running such studies. [5] Of these methods, approaches
based on PCR prove to be most advantageous. [6]
Bisulfite Sequencing PCR
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Bisulfite Sequencing PCR is a common technique for PCR-based DNA methylation.
Generally, classical protocols for DNA conversion require long periods of time and several steps
of tube changing. This creates a higher risk for human and contamination errors. [7] Further,
over 75% of the starting DNA can be lost in the purification process and from breaks in the
single-strand as a result of the time consuming incubation steps. [8,9] Bisulfite kits, which are
commercially accessible, make for a higher recovery of DNA that is converted through
incubation steps that are short and alternative procedures for purification. [9] Even further, the
downstream analyses from such kits are of greater quality as they efficiently facilitate the
occurrence of conversion reactions. Given this, the kits are a highly suggested method for this
field of study. [4]
Controlling DNA from Bisulfite Conversion
The converted DNA should be assessed for quality as fragmentation of DNA resulting
from the bisulfite can result in less molecules being accessible for amplification by PCR. Sets of
primers that are capable of amplifying products that range in size should be used to test the
converted DNA. These products make it possible to determine the length of DNA that is best for
amplification for downstream analysis. [10] In regards to this necessary quantification of
converted DNA before downstream PCR, the NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer can be used to
evaluate quantity of DNA. [5]
Limitations
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Results of human studies and their significance from a biological standpoint are met with
limitations such as the availability of source tissue from which DNA can be taken,
time-consuming collection of samples to be used, extraction of DNA and exposure assessment.
The overall lack of standardized quality control and procedures for statistical analysis of gene
methylation data also makes for a limitation as it results in less than maximum statistical power.
[11]
Quality Control Procedures of Yoga Study
Quality control, as has been discussed thus far, can be seen in application in A Pilot Study
of Gene Expression and Methylation Following a Yoga Intervention for Chronic Low Back Pain,
specifically in its evaluation of the research protocol’s reliability as it applies to pain phenotyping
data collection and gene expression and methylation profile examination. Focusing on the
genomic testing aspect of this pilot study, participant blood was collected and analyzed for
differential gene expression and CpG methylation before and after undergoing intervention. [12]
In regards to genomic DNA isolation and quality control, standard protocols, specifically
Qiagen and DNA mini kit were used to extract genomic DNA from layers of white blood cells.
The gDNA was then evaluated and the NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer was used to
determine purity ratios for extracted samples. In efforts to further analyze the quality of the
gDNA, the Genomic DNA assay was conducted on the samples through the Agilent TapeStation
2200. The samples were given DNA Integrity Numbers based upon this and as a means of
quality control samples with values below 4.0 were discarded. This is comparable to the quality
titles assigned in the literature review. [12]
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In regards to reduced representation bisulfite sequencing sample preparation, preparation
of gDNA for Illumina-compatible library preparation was conducted in accordance with
methodology from previous publishing. [13] To control for preanalytical variables, sample
digestion was set to occur overnight using MspI, a restriction enzyme, with a total volume of 50
microliters and a temperature of 37 degrees celsius. [12]  Following this, protocol was strictly
followed and recorded as QIAquick PCR purification columns were  used to purify and prepare
the digested DNA for end repair and A-tailing and adapter ligation coming from the Illumina
TruSeq DNA Nano sample preparation kit were used as end repair reagents. The key appliance
of quality control here was size selection, specifically, the the adapted library molecules were
subjected to Pippin Prep with a 2% agarose cassette holding external markers selecting for
160-340 bp, followed by another round of purification with QIAquick PCR purification columns.
Bisulfite conversation was then completed as an overnight process following protocol based on
manufacturer recommendation with the EZ DNA Methylation-Gold kit. The samples, which had
been through the processes of size selection and bisulfite conversion were amplified through
PCR and purified following established protocol. [14] Validation of final libraries was based on
length and adapter dimer removal conducted by the Agilent TapeStation 2200 D100 High
Sensitivity assay. dsDNA High Sensitivity Assay for Qubit 3.0 was then used for the
quantification, followed by normalization, of the samples. Version 2 sequencing chemistry was
used in the preparation of sample libraries for NextSeq 550 sequencing. [12]
Analysis of Yoga Study
In regards to RNA-sequencing analysis, the Illumina NextSeq 550 System was used  to
perform the sequencing and based on this fastq files were created following the removal of
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barcodes and adapters. Read counts were generated for gene alignments based on these fastq
files raw reads and then assessed for quality with FASTQC v 0.11.7 and trimmed with
TrimGalore v 0.6.5 for adapters that may remain. Any reads showing a phred score below 28
were eliminated. To make for a visual representation, individual FastQC results were combined
using MultiQC v.1.7. The reads which procedurally were cleaned to a high quality were put in
alignment with the Ensembl GcCh38v99 reference genome with STAR 2.7.2b. Alignment
quality was checked with Qaulimap 2.2.1. The fourth column of the STAR output files for
reverse strandedness was made into a read-count matrix using Python. A differential gene
expression analysis was performed between pre and post yoga intervention using the R package,
DESeq2 v1.29. P-values from the results were assessed for error following Benjamini and
Hochberg’s approach, with genes showing p-values < 0.1 being deemed as differentially
expressed. These genes were used to conduct gene enrichment analysis. [12]
In regards to RRBS-sequencing analysis, the Illumina NextSeq 550 System was used  to
perform the sequencing. Similar to the quality control for RNA-seq, FASTQC v 0.11.7 was used
to assess the quality of raw reads and TrimGalore v 0.6.5 was used for trimming.
Any reads showing a phred score below 20 and less than 2 bp were eliminated. To make for a
visual representation, individual FastQC results were combined using MultiQC v.1.7. The reads
which procedurally were cleaned to a high quality were put in alignment with the Ensembl
GcCh38v99 reference genome with Bismark. EdgeR, an R package, was used to extract
methylated CpGs and, specifically, readBismark2DGE was used to turn the sample data from
bismarck.cov into one form of data. Genomic segments that did now fit into the known
chromosomes were eliminated. The criteria for CpG sites to be taken into further analysis was a
count of 8 or more methylated and unmethylated present in combination in the 16 samples.
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Library size was used to normalize the reads. A differential methylation analysis was performed
between pre and post yoga intervention using the EdgeR. glmFit() and gmLRt were used to fit
the CpG loci to models and conduct likelihood ratio tests. Based on this, differential methylation
was determined and gene enrichment analysis was conducted. [12]
Through the processing of raw sequencing discussed above, and the thorough quality
control cuts made regarding the data, the research was able to show high quality reads for
differential expression analysis. Similar to the appropriate writing on the processing of samples,
this study outlines quality control in a thorough manner in regards to analysis of data as well,
providing a standard of quality control that can be assessed when looking at the overall reliability
of the potential disease diagnostic and patient management information that can be extracted
from such a study if quality control is adequate.
Sample Quality Control Visualization
The ingerty of the genomic DNA and RNA samples was assayed using the Agilent
TapeStation 2200, which gives the samples that are run through it a DNA Integrity Number
(DIN) ranging from 1-10, with 1 being the lowest integrity/quality and 10 being the highest
integrity/quality. From a visual standpoint. Samples that form a tight band at the top of the gell
image are also sufficient in integrity/quality. Based on numeric and visual integrity, the samples
were included in library prep or discarded.  [12]
Genomic DNA Screen Tape
The images below show gel images, sample information, and specific well information
for gDNA. The DIN values are given and yellow or red alerts are given with observations
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detailing the alerts. A yellow alert signifies a sample concentration that is outside the
recommended range for DIN. A red alert signifies a sample concentration that is outside of the




Figure 1. (A) Gel images of the genomic DNA screentape for samples run on the Agilent
TapeStation 2200 which shows assays of DNA integrity. DIN values, assigned by the software,
are listed out of 1-10 score for each lane. (B) This sample details sample information including







Figure 2. (A) Sample table, peak table, and peak plot for well B9. This sample shows a red alert
signifying a sample concentration that is outside of the functional range for DIN. (B) Sample
table, peak table, and peak plot for well C9. This sample shows no alert signifying a sample
concentration that is within the function range for DIN. (C) Sample table, peak table, and peak
plot for well E9. This sample shows a yellow alert signifying a sample concentration that is
outside the recommended range. [12]
High Sensitivity RNA Screen Tape
The images below show gel images, sample information, and specific well information
for RNA. The RIN values are classified as yellow or green and yellow or red alerts are given
with observations detailing the alerts. A yellow alert signifies a sample concentration that is
outside the recommended range for RIN. A red alert signifies a sample concentration that is




Figure 1. (A) Gel images of the eukaryotic RNA screentape for samples run on the Agilent
TapeStation 2200 which shows assays of RNA integrity. RIN values, assigned by the software,
are listed out of 1-10 score for each lane. (B) This table details sample information including
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well number, RIN, area, concentration, sample description, alerts, and observations






Figure 2. (A) Sample table, peak table, and peak plot for well A7. This sample shows a yellow
alert signifying a sample concentration that is outside the recommended range for RIN. (B)
Sample table, peak table, and peak plot for well C7. This sample shows no alert signifying a
sample concentration that is within the function range for RIN. (C) Sample table, peak table, and
peak plot for well D7. This sample shows a red alert signifying a sample concentration that is
outside of the functional range for RIN. [12]
Results
In order for data to be considered of high acceptability and further application to the
human condition and improvement thereof, studies must follow predetermined measures of
feasibility and a set of acceptability criteria in regards to data collection evaluation.
Bisulfite PCR sequencing proves to be an advantageous method of DNA process,
particularly in regards to timing and higher DNA recovery.
Application of appropriate cut-off rangers for DNA integrity numbers and RNA integrity
numbers provides for quality sample data within appropriate ranges of functionality.
Evaluation of these methods of quality control and application thereof to a study show a
need for standardized practice of quality control measurement across all research laboratories.
Discussion
Methods of quality control for genomic testing, specifically in regards to  preanalytical
variables, QC assays, evidence-based quality control tools and their applicability/accessibility,
RNA integrity number as a predictive QC tool, PCR-based DNA methylation analysis in the
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form of bisulfite sequencing PCR, and control of DNA from bisulfite conversion were
researched, then applied to a yoga intervention study.
As the literature review outlines, processing and/or quality of sample impact analysis
portion of the research. Thus, the genomic processing of yoga intervention study gave an essence
of what quality control looks like in written format as it detailed specific tool names, programs,
and places emphasis on the use of protocol in a manner supported by the manufacturer. This
provides for standardization in procedures to be used, as one concern in lack of quality control is
that, due to no consensus on which quality markers/techniques are providing the most quality
information, there needs to be defined and standardized on which procedures are being used
overall. Further this particular preparation details the preanalytic variables in an appropriate
manner, detailing factors such as overnight digestion, the enzymes used, and temperature, then
goes on to make a clear case for size selection as its marker for creating a viable set of samples.
The detailed format of the procedural writing within this study gives a standard of quality control
that can be assessed when looking at the overall reliability of the analysis.
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